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I. INTRODUCTION

Negative-ion sources are used as a major heating system in nuclear fusion reactors. They involve the formation of a hydrogen-negative-ion (H\textsuperscript{-}) beam subsequently accelerated, neutralized, and injected in the fusion plasma. The negative ions are thought to be produced by volume or surface processes, as described in [1–4].

Volume production involves dissociative attachment of low-energy electrons to vibrationally excited molecular hydrogen: \( \text{H}_2(v \geq 5) + e(\lesssim 1\text{ eV}) \rightarrow \text{H}^- + \text{H}. \) Several processes can be invoked to produce vibrationally excited hydrogen. Molecular hydrogen can be vibrationally or electronically excited by collisions with high-energy electron impact, followed by radiative decay in the latter case. Vibrationally excited molecular hydrogen can also be produced by atomic hydrogen recombination near surfaces [5,6]. The negative-ion main destruction processes are mutual neutralization with positive ions, electron detachment, and associative detachment in collisions with neutral hydrogen. As the mean free paths associated with these processes are typically of the order of several centimeters [7], negative ions should be produced within this distance from the extraction region in order to be present in the ion beam.

In addition to volume production, surface production can be invoked to explain the formation of negative hydrogen ions. In this case, neutral or positive ions impacting a surface capture electrons in their affinity levels. This process requires a minimum collision energy given by the difference between the surface electron work function and the affinity level energy [8].

High-intensity negative-ion currents are necessary to achieve fusion plasma heating requirements. Such negative-ion current density enhancement by typically one order of magnitude can be achieved by introduction of cesium into the source [8,9]. This enhancement is usually explained by a more efficient surface production mechanism (see, for instance, [10,11]). Indeed, covering a surface with cesium is expected to lower its work function, decrease the electron-capture threshold, and increase the negative-ion production rate. Other processes may also produce negative ions from low work function surfaces, for instance, the \( \text{H}_2^- \) molecule formed at the surface from the neutral molecule (in turn formed from \( \text{H}_3^+ \) or \( \text{H}_3^+ \) neutralization at the surface) and subsequently dissociating [12].

However, there is recent experimental evidence that surface production is not the only contributor to negative-ion production enhancement in cesium seeded sources. Indeed, the surface production mechanism can be inhibited [8] by setting the producing surface to a high positive potential, confining the negative ions in its vicinity. Under such conditions, the measured negative-ion current has to originate from a volume production mechanism. This contribution exists even without cesium as described above; it is large and is enhanced by a factor of the order of 3 when cesium is present in the chamber [8,9]. Several processes can be invoked to explain this enhanced negative-ion volume production [4]. One possibility could be that the Cs enhancement effect is indirect and mediated by larger production of vibrationally excited \( \text{H}_2 \); for instance, through \( \text{Cs}+\text{H}_3^+ \) collisions [13] or electronic to vibrational energy conversion in \( \text{Cs}^+ \rightarrow \text{H}_2 \) inelastic collisions [14]. However, it was recently shown that molecular hydrogen VUV emission intensity was not affected by the presence or absence of Cs [15]. As this VUV emission is related to the formation of \( \text{H}_2 \) vibrationally excited states from electronically excited ones, it was concluded that the presence...
of cesium has little effect on the formation of vibrationally excited \( \text{H}_2 \) and thus on the subsequent production of \( \text{H}^- \) through dissociative attachment. It is therefore likely that other \( \text{H}^- \) volume production mechanisms sensitive to the presence of cesium take place. One possibility is dissociative attachment to \( \text{CsH} \) molecules [16]. \( \text{CsH} \) molecules may be formed from the \( \text{Cs} + \text{H}_2 \) reaction (which is endothermic by less than 3 eV when reactants and products are in their ground states). This reactive process is efficient when \( \text{Cs} \) is electronically excited or when \( \text{H}_2 \) is vibrationally excited [14]. However, little is currently known about the dissociative attachment process. Another possible \( \text{H}^- \) volume formation process is the direct collisional ion-pair formation \( \text{Cs} + \text{H} \rightarrow \text{Cs}^+ + \text{H}^- \). This process simultaneously provides ionized cesium and it is known from emission line intensity measurements that ionized species have densities several orders of magnitude larger than neutral ones [17]. This suggests ion-pair formation as a candidate for hydrogen negative-ion production. We now focus on this process and its inverse, mutual neutralization.

Results on this process are reviewed in [18]. Experiments were restricted to energies above 100 eV (see [19,20] and references therein), which are not relevant in the present context. Most calculations [21–25] were also performed similarly at high collision energy, using integration of coupled equations along a classical trajectory assumed to be a straight line. Some calculations [23–25] provided good agreement with experimental results [19,20] above 100 eV for ion-pair formation from \( \text{Cs}(6s) \). For the low energies of interest here, the only available results are the calculations from Ref. [26]. They provided cross sections for the four \( 6s, 6p, 7s, \) and \( 7p \) states with the Landau-Zener theory in the energy range 0.01–10 000 eV. The fact that these results deviate significantly from the other calculations as well as from the experimental results in the high-energy range (Fig. 45 in [18]) justifies the need for a new calculation of these processes. This is the aim of the present paper, to present new mutual neutralization as well as an ion-pair formation cross section for the \( \text{CsH} \) system using recent \textit{ab initio} potentials. Section II presents these potentials, Sec. III the method used for the dynamical calculation, and Sec. IV the calculated cross sections, which are discussed with respect to available data.

II. ELECTRONIC POTENTIALS

Inelastic processes in cesium-hydrogen collisions are treated within the Born-Oppenheimer formalism, which is the most widely used and reliable approach for theoretical studies of heavy-particle collisions. The first step in this formalism is determination of the electronic structure of a treated molecule.

We use in the present study the recent adiabatic potentials from Ref. [27], which improve previous results [28,29]. A full valence configuration-interaction calculation has been performed reducing the cesium atom to a single-electron atom with a pseudopotential. A core polarization potential is used to describe the interaction between the \( \text{Cs}^+ \) polarizable core with valence electrons and \( \text{H} \) nucleus. Gaussian-type orbitals including diffuse ones are used to describe the valence electrons. The resulting potentials are shown in Fig. 1. They present undulations that are related to the intrinsic characteristics of the Rydberg states that extend to large internuclear distances.

The dominant qualitative feature is a neutral-ionic interaction that induces avoided crossings between an ionic curve and asymptotically correlates to the ion-pair state \( \text{Cs}^+ + \text{H}^- \) and shows a Coulomb shape and neutral potentials that correlate to the neutral \( \text{Cs}(6s, 6p, 5d, 7s) + \text{H} \) states. This interaction generates single deep wells in the two lowest potentials, the ground \( X \) and first excited \( A^1 \Sigma^+ \) states. More excited states can have multiple-well structures. The asymptotic excitation energies are 1.43 eV (\( 6p \)), 1.80 eV (\( 5d \)), and 2.30 eV (\( 7s \)). The agreement between these and the experimental values is better than 0.01 eV. The avoided-crossing distance increases as higher excited states are considered. Simultaneously, it is clear in Fig. 1 that the interacting states avoid each other less and less, which means that the strength of their interaction decreases. Based on the previous experience with quantum [30–33] and model [34] scattering calculations, we have therefore not included in our calculation \( \text{Cs}(7p) \) and more excited covalent states; they are not expected to contribute to ion-pair formation or mutual neutralization.

III. NONADIABATIC NUCLEAR DYNAMICAL METHOD

The second step of the Born-Oppenheimer formalism is a nonadiabatic nuclear dynamical treatment. Known adiabatic potentials [27] allow one to estimate inelastic cross sections and rate coefficients by means of the model approach [34] based on the branching-probability-current method for the nonadiabatic nuclear dynamics. The branching-probability-current method is an extension of the branching-classical-trajectory method developed in Ref. [35]. Both methods assume that a nonadiabatic transition in each nonadiabatic avoided-crossing region can be described within the Landau-Zener (LZ) model. In this case, a nonadiabatic transition
probability $p_{jk}$ after a single traverse of a nonadiabatic region can be evaluated by means of the LZ formula

$$p_{jk}^{LZ} = \exp(-\xi_{jk}/v),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\xi_{jk}$ is a LZ parameter associated with the avoided crossing between states $j$ and $k$ and $v$ is a radial velocity of colliding atoms. All values are evaluated at the center of the corresponding nonadiabatic region. The positions of the nonadiabatic regions $R$ are determined by local minima of adiabatic splittings $Z_{jk}(R) = |U_j(R) - U_k(R)|$ between adjacent adiabatic states $(k = j \pm 1)$, $U_j(R)$ and $U_k(R)$ being adiabatic potentials. Several nonadiabatic regions between low-lying CsH molecular states are found in this way based on the ab initio adiabatic potentials at relatively short internuclear distances, as well as a series of avoided crossings at long-range distances due to the ionic-covalent interaction. In each nonadiabatic region the LZ parameters can be calculated by the so-called adiabatic-potential-based formula [34,35]

$$\xi_{jk} = \frac{\pi}{2\hbar} \left| \frac{Z_{jk}^3}{Z_{jk}''} \right|_{R=R_c}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Primed quantities are referred to as derivatives with respect to the internuclear distance $R$. Equation (2) expresses the LZ parameter only in terms of the adiabatic splitting $Z_{jk}$ and its second distance derivative at $R_c$.

It should be emphasized that the conventional LZ formula expresses a LZ parameter in terms of a two-state diabatic representation, which requires a nonuniquely defined diabatization procedure if only adiabatic potentials are known. If an electronic structure is known in a multistate diabatic representation, as in the present case [27], an additional transformation should be performed since two-state matrix elements deviate from multistate ones (see, e.g., Ref. [32]) and the LZ model requires information about the two-state matrix elements. The advantage of Eq. (2) is that no diabatization procedure is required for calculating LZ parameters and hence LZ transition probabilities.

Having the possibility to calculate nonadiabatic transition probabilities $p_{jk}$ in each nonadiabatic region, one can calculate an inelastic probability $P_{ij}$ for the transition $i \rightarrow f$, taking into account many nonadiabatic transitions $j \rightarrow k$ occurring between the considered molecular states in any order in which the transitions appear during a collision by means of the branching-probability-current method [34]. The branching-probability-current method treats a collision as an evolution of probability currents in molecular states along the internuclear distance starting in the asymptotic region, going downward to classical turning points, and then going out to the asymptotic region. After each traverse of a nonadiabatic region, each probability current branches into two currents, keeping the old path along the old effective adiabatic-potential-energy curve (PEC) and creating a new path along a new adiabatic PEC coupled in this nonadiabatic region with the old state; each of these currents is determined by the old current and the nonadiabatic transition probability $p_{jk}$ in this nonadiabatic region. This approach is similar to the splitting of quantum probability currents taking place in rigorous quantum treatments of inelastic atomic collisions. Thus, the code starts with a single incoming current and then generates new currents after traversing nonadiabatic regions according to all possible pathways. A final transition probability $P_{ij}$ is calculated as a sum of all outgoing probability currents for a final state $f$ in the asymptotic region ($R \rightarrow \infty$) over all pathways created from an initial-channel incoming probability current by branching currents into all nonadiabatic regions in any order that they appear during a collision. No classical trajectory is calculated.

Thus, the branching-probability-current method is twofold: (i) branching a probability current after a traverse of a nonadiabatic region and (ii) the adiabatic-potential-based formula (2) for LZ nonadiabatic transition probabilities. The method has been tested on ion-pair formation processes in Na$^+$+H collisions [34], showing good agreement with a full quantum calculation [32]. The recent study [36] of mutual neutralization in H$^-$+H$^+$ collisions by means of the LZ model also shows that the LZ model with proper LZ parameters can yield agreement with a full quantum calculation [37]. This provides additional confidence in the correctness of applying the LZ model, which is the main assumption of the branching-probability-current method. In the present work, the LZ parameters are calculated from the accurate ab initio electronic-structure calculations [27] and thus yield reliable cross sections. The branching-probability-current method has been applied to aluminium-hydrogen [34,38] and to lithium-helium ion-atom [39] inelastic collisions.

Inelastic cross sections are calculated from inelastic transition probabilities as a sum over partial waves (see, e.g., [34]). Statistical weight factors for initial channels are included in all inelastic cross-section calculations.

IV. RESULTS

The inelastic cross sections calculated in the present work for collisions Cs(6s, 6p, 5d, 7s) + H and Cs$^+$ + H$^+$ are presented in Figs. 2–6 for the collision energy range from the energy thresholds to 1 keV. Figure 2 shows the partial and the total cross sections for different final states in Cs(6s) + H collisions when both atoms are initially in their ground states. It is seen that at low collision energies (roughly for the energies below 30 eV) the largest cross section corresponds to excitation into the first excited state Cs(6p). The corresponding mechanism is based on the nonadiabatic (avoided-crossing) region between the ground $X$ and the first excited A$^1\Sigma^+$ molecular states in the vicinity of the internuclear distance $R \approx 10$ a.u. When the ionic channel is closed, the second largest cross sections correspond to Cs(5d) and then to Cs(7s) excitation. When the ionic channel is open, the ion-pair formation cross section exceeds that of Cs(5d, 7s) and at the collision energy $E > 30$ eV it has the highest value, since the molecule traverses the high-lying nonadiabatic regions diabatically. Thus, in the high-energy regime, the ion-pair formation process can be approximately described by the single nonadiabatic region around $R \approx 10$ a.u. with nearly diabatic passing through higher-lying regions. In the low-energy regime, multiple nonadiabatic regions are involved in the nonadiabatic nuclear dynamics distributing probability currents between different molecular channels (see below) and this should be taken into account for reliable low-energy scattering calculations of inelastic cross sections.
The authors’ estimates. They are based on molecular structure calculations and the close-coupled perturbed-stationary-state calculations with the electron translation factors for a pseudo-two-electron system and classical trajectories for the heavy-particle motion. On the other hand, it was pointed out in Ref. [24] that for scattering calculations the positions and potential-energy differences at the avoided crossings between the ion-pair and covalent states are of importance. The adiabatic potentials were calculated in Ref. [24] by using 14 Slater-type-orbital basis sets. The electronic-structure calculations used in the present work are based on a full valence configuration-interaction calculation [27] and are more accurate than those from Ref. [24]. The adiabatic-potential differences (splittings) $Z_{12}(R_c)$ between the ground $X^1\Sigma^+$ and the first excited $A^1\Sigma^+$ molecular states at the avoided-crossing region at $R \approx 10$ a.u. are 0.656 eV [24] and 0.558 eV [27], respectively. Thus, it results in the 0.1-eV deviation in the adiabatic splittings and this substantially affects the nonadiabatic nuclear dynamics [see, e.g., Eq. (2)]. Of course, the splitting of 0.656 eV [24] is more accurate than the corresponding splittings of 0.82 eV [21] and 0.694 eV [23] calculated in other papers, but the deviation of 0.1 eV (and even more) affects drastically nonadiabatic transition probabilities and inelastic cross sections for the ion-pair formation process at low collision energies. The example is the ion-pair formation cross section calculated in Ref. [23], which decreases too quickly with decreasing collision energy down to 20 eV (see Fig. 2). This steep decrease in the low-energy range is the result of the too large adiabatic splitting at the corresponding nonadiabatic region; at low energies, nonadiabatic transition probabilities and cross sections are very sensitive to a value of a large adiabatic splitting [see Eqs. (1) and (2)] as well as Refs. [40,41]. Similar results hold for other nonadiabatic regions: The adiabatic splittings in nonadiabatic regions calculated in Ref. [24] are smaller than those computed in Ref. [27].

The relevant adiabatic splittings $Z_{jk}$ were obtained in Ref. [26] by means of the semiempirical asymptotic method followed by the two-channel Landau-Zener estimates of nonadiabatic transition probabilities with some corrections for the depletion of the flux to excited states. The comparison of the splittings obtained in Refs. [26,27] shows that the splittings obtained in Ref. [26] are overestimated, e.g., in Ref. [26] the splitting at $R \approx 10$ a.u. is estimated by 0.602 eV, and this affects nonadiabatic transition probabilities. In addition, using the two-channel approximation, even corrected by the results of Ref. [42], leads to marked uncertainties in the nonadiabatic nuclear dynamics, especially at low energies. Thus, the analysis of the previous experimental and theoretical data shows that there were no reliable data for low-energy inelastic cesium-hydrogen collisions, although these data are needed for low-temperature plasma studies. The present work provides these data based on accurate $ab\ initio$ calculations of the adiabatic potentials and on the model nonadiabatic nuclear dynamical treatment. Though quantum close-coupled dynamical calculations are expected to be more accurate than model ones, the present calculations use the most accurate $ab\ initio$ adiabatic potentials [27] and the physically reasonable model approach [34], both making the present data reliable at low collision energies.

Figure 3 shows the excitation, deexcitation, and ion-pair formation cross sections for Cs(6p) + H collisions. It is

FIG. 2. (Color online) Electronic-excitation and ion-pair formation cross sections as a function of collision energy for. For all transitions shown, the initial state is the ground one Cs(6s) + H and the final-state labels are given in the legend. The neutral Cs(6p, 5d, 7s) + H and the ionic Cs$^+$ + H$^-$ final states are considered. Total cross section refers to the sum over all final states considered in the figure. For the final ionic state (ion-pair formation), the present result is compared with those of Meyer [19], Miethe et al. [20], Olson et al. [21,23,24], and Janev and Radulović [26]. The data of [21] are reduced by a statistical weight factor of 1/4 for the initial channel; the factor was not included in that paper. Figure 2 compares the present result for the ion-pair formation process in Cs(6s) + H collisions with available experimental data [19,20] and previous calculations [21,23,24,26]. It should be emphasized that the previous studies of inelastic cesium-hydrogen collisions, except for [26], were performed for high energies, typically for $E > 1$ keV (see Refs. [18,24,25] for references and discussion). In the high-energy range, different experimental and theoretical data, except for [26], agree reasonably well with each other (see Refs. [18,24,25]), but at lower energies the disagreement is greater. For example, the only available experimental data for $E < 1$ keV [19,20] deviate from each other by a factor of 5.5 at $E = 100$ eV (see Fig. 2). The present calculation for the ion-pair formation process from the Cs(6s) state is in good agreement with the experimental data of Ref. [19] in the whole energy range where these experimental data are available, as well as with other experimental and theoretical data in the high-energy range, except for the data of Ref. [26]. The data of [26] are much lower than all other high-energy theoretical calculations and experimental measurements and cannot be considered as reliable data, although so far they are the only computation available at low energies. It is written in Ref. [26] that their “method for calculating the reaction cross sections, however, is not so accurate.” Notice the data from Ref. [26] in Fig. 2 of the present paper are taken from Fig. 5 for ion-pair formation in collisions with D and are not consistent with the data for the inverse process, mutual neutralization, shown in Fig. 2 of that paper (see also Fig. 6 of the present paper).

Among theoretical calculations the data of Ref. [24] reproduced later in Ref. [25] could be assumed to be the most accurate (having a confidence level of ±50% according to the authors’ estimates). They are based on molecular structure
seen that when the ionic channel is closed, the dominant process in these collisions is excitation of the nearest state Cs(5d). In this case the probability currents are distributed between different molecular states and oscillate in different adiabatic-potential wells. As soon as the ionic channel is open, the oscillations disappear, the outgoing probability current predominantly populates the ionic channel, the dominant process corresponds to ion-pair formation, and cross sections for populating lower-lying covalent states steeply decrease.

The same figure presents a comparison with the data from Ref. [24] for the ion-pair formation process at high collision energies. The data of Ref. [24] deviate from the present data substantially. It is worth pointing out that the data of Ref. [26] not only missed the largest cross section at low energies, but also gave wrong relative relations between different partial cross sections. As discussed above, the reason is twofold: the electronic-structure calculations and the way to take into account multiple nonadiabatic regions. The second largest mutual neutralization cross section at low collision energies is one into the Cs(7s) + H final state. However, in the high-energy range, the cross section for mutual neutralization into

previous publication containing low-energy data for mutual neutralization low-energy data for mutual neutralization. Cross sections for other partial mutual neutralization processes calculated in Ref. [26] also deviate from the present data substantially. It is worth pointing out that the data of Ref. [26] not only missed the largest cross section at low energies, but also gave wrong relative relations between different partial cross sections. As discussed above, the reason is twofold: the electronic-structure calculations and the way to take into account multiple nonadiabatic regions. The second largest mutual neutralization cross section at low collision energies is one into the Cs(7s) + H final state. However, in the high-energy range, the cross section for mutual neutralization into
the Cs(6p) + H final state becomes the largest one exceeding the cross sections for the processes into both the Cs(5d) + H and the Cs(7s) + H final states.

The present total mutual neutralization cross sections can be compared with those from Refs. [21,24]. As discussed above, the calculations of Ref. [24] underestimated the cross sections because of less accurate electronic-structure calculations. This is clearly seen in Fig. 6. The results from Ref. [21] are in good agreement with the present total cross section.

The branching-probability-current method [34] allows one to calculate incoming and outgoing probability currents in each molecular state for every given collision, that is, for a given initial channel, a given collision energy and a given total angular momentum quantum number J. Calculated probability currents allows one to understand a reaction mechanism and specify that are mostly responsible for nonadiabatic transitions. The examples are presented in Figs. 7 and 8 for Cs(6s) + H and Cs\(^+\) + H\(^-\) collisions, respectively, for low collision energies, which correspond to the same total energy \(E_{\text{total}} = 3.5\) eV measured from the asymptotic ground-state potential and the same quantum number \(J = 0\).

As discussed above, in the high-energy range, nonadiabatic transitions in Cs(6s) + H collisions are mainly determined by long-range \(R \gtrsim 10\) a.u. nonadiabatic regions, in particular, the nonadiabatic region around \(R \approx 10\) a.u. between the ground \(X'\Sigma^+\) and the first excited \(A'\Sigma^+\) states. In the previous calculations, including Ref. [26] for low-energy collisions, practically only long-range nonadiabatic regions were taken into account. Figure 7 clearly shows that at low energies the nonadiabatic region around \(R \approx 10\) a.u. does not change probability currents much, while several short-range nonadiabatic regions are responsible for redistribution of both incoming and outgoing currents between different molecular states. In particular, the regions at \(R < 3\) a.u. provide population of the final Cs(6p) + H state. Long-range regions are also involved in redistributions of outgoing currents, yielding populations of different final states. The situation is even more complicated in low-energy Cs\(^+\) + H\(^-\) collisions (see Fig. 8). Practically all long- and short-range nonadiabatic regions are responsible for redistribution of incoming and outgoing currents. In particular, several long- and short-range nonadiabatic regions are involved in the population of the final Cs(5d) + H state, the state with the largest cross section in low-energy Cs\(^+\) + H\(^-\) collisions. Thus, the nonadiabatic nuclear dynamics at low energies is more complicated than that at high energies and this should be properly taken into account in scattering calculations. As mentioned above, this is one of the main sources for the deviation of the present results from the previous ones; another important source is the electronic-structure calculations.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Mutual neutralization cross sections as a function of collision energy. For all transitions shown, the initial state is the ionic one Cs\(^+\) + H\(^-\) and the final-state labels are given in the legend. The neutral states Cs(6s), Cs(6p), Cs(5d), and Cs(7s) + H are considered. Total cross section refers to the sum over all final states considered in this figure. The present results are compared with those of Olson et al. [21,24] and Janev and Radulović [26].

FIG. 7. (Color online) Incoming (thin solid lines) and outgoing (thick dashed lines) probability currents for the collision energy \(E = 3.5\) eV and the total angular momentum quantum number \(J = 0\) for the initial state Cs(6s) + H. The molecular-state labels are given in the legend.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Incoming (thin solid lines) and outgoing (thick dashed lines) probability currents for the collision energy \(E = 0.36\) eV and the total angular momentum quantum number \(J = 0\) for the initial state Cs\(^+\) + H\(^-\). This energy corresponds to the same total energy as for the collision energy 3.5 eV with the Cs(6s) + H initial channel. The molecular-state labels are given in the legend.
V. CONCLUSION

The accurate \textit{ab initio} adiabatic potential energies \cite{27} and the branching-probability-current method \cite{34} for the nonadiabatic nuclear dynamics have been used to calculate inelastic cross sections for the excitation, deexcitation, ion-pair formation, and mutual neutralization processes in cesium-hydrogen collisions Cs$(6s,6p,5d,7s) +$ H and Cs$^+$ + H$^-$. Scattering calculations have been performed in the low-energy range from 0.01 eV (or corresponding energy thresholds) to 1 keV.

It was shown that among the endothermic processes, the highest values of the partial cross sections correspond to the ion-pair formation processes when the collision energy is enough for populating the ionic molecular channel. The typical maximal ion-pair formation partial cross sections are of the order of 10 $\AA^2$, although for Cs$(7s) +$ H collisions the maximum reaches the value of 23 $\AA^2$.

Among the exothermic processes in the low-energy range, the largest partial cross section corresponds to the mutual neutralization process into the Cs$(5d) +$ H final state. The second largest low-energy cross section is for mutual neutralization into the Cs$(7s) +$ H state. In the high-energy range, the cross section for mutual neutralization into the Cs$(6p) +$ H state has the highest value. Of special interest is that the mutual neutralization cross sections are quite large, a fact that may be important for plasma modeling.

The calculated data are reliable and can be used for plasma modeling in different fields, including fusion plasma. In particular, the present data could be readily used by plasma physicists to estimate the effect of cesium seeding on hydrogen-negative-ion volume production in neutral beam injectors.
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